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This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this Hudson Stephanie 5 Saga Afterlife 1 Part Child Pentagram The by online. You might not require more epoch to spend to go
to the books launch as skillfully as search for them. In some cases, you likewise complete not discover the publication Hudson Stephanie 5 Saga Afterlife 1 Part Child Pentagram The that you are looking
for. It will certainly squander the time.
However below, next you visit this web page, it will be as a result utterly simple to get as without diﬃculty as download guide Hudson Stephanie 5 Saga Afterlife 1 Part Child Pentagram The
It will not agree to many period as we notify before. You can get it while work something else at home and even in your workplace. correspondingly easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just what we
pay for below as well as evaluation Hudson Stephanie 5 Saga Afterlife 1 Part Child Pentagram The what you similar to to read!

KEY=AFTERLIFE - NYLAH PALOMA
The Pentagram Child Part 1 AFTERLIFE SAGA, Book 5 Happy Ever Afterlife Warning this is a two-part book with the second part coming out the end of April 2018.This is book 11 in
the Afterlife saga. The end of days might be over for our newlyweds, but the dark nights are closing in and what lies waiting in the shadows is what even nightmares are afraid of.
Because the King of Hell is back and now he has a new bride to keep hidden from the world below...a world that shows no mercy, right along with one of their rulers.Could it really
be that Draven is keeping secrets from Keira and if so, how is she ever to reach him when he is hiding in plain sight?A Demon King has ﬁnally returned home, and this time... There
isn't an Angel in sight. Sacriﬁce of the Septimus Createspace Independent Publishing Platform The Sands of Time are ﬁlled with dangers and new enemies to face. But for Keira to stand
tall in a world she does not know, she must ﬁrst brave the diﬀerences in loving the man she calls Draven and the man she must now call her King. Join Keira as she is thrown into an
ancient time and faces her biggest challenge yet... How to get a Demon King to fall for a human girl he is forbidden to love. Afterlife Afterlife... just some gothic nightclub where
gossip is fuelled by the presence of a rich and unearthly hands-on family or, Afterlife... the strange place where time seems to stand still, and guests feel the presence of something
more powerful held within the conﬁnes of the VIP. Keira is new to this small, cold town, and is running from a past that seems to feast on her darkest memories. She ﬁnds living with
her sister away from English soil to be just the ticket to the new life she is desperately trying to ﬁnd. So, when the oﬀer of a job at the infamous gothic nightclub Afterlife comes
along, she thinks that Lady Luck has ﬁnally found her. That is until its seductively dark and forbidding owner, Dominic Draven, sets eyes on her. All at once she is captivated and
plunged into a world she never knew existed but the deeper her obsession with Draven becomes, the harder it is to decide... should she stay and continue to work within the
shadows of the supernatural? Or should she run from a madness she thinks may consume her? Afterlife Afterlife Saga CreateSpace Afterlife? just some gothic nightclub where gossip
is fuelled by the presence of a rich and unearthly, handsome family or Afterlife?the strange place where time seems to stand still and guests feel the presence of something more
powerful held within the conﬁnes of the VIP. Keira is new to this small, cold town and is running from a past that seems to feast on her darkest memories. She ﬁnds living with her
sister away from English soil to be just the ticket to the new life she is trying desperately to ﬁnd. So when the oﬀer of a job at the infamous Gothic nightclub Afterlife comes along
she thinks that lady luck has ﬁnally found her. That is until its seductively dark and forbidding owner Dominic Draven sets eyes on her. All at once she is captivated and plunged into
a world she never knew existed but the deeper her obsession with Draven becomes, the harder it is to decide?should she stay and continue to work within the shadows of the
supernatural or should she run from a madness she thinks may consume her? Warning: This book is amazingly addictive, with its dark mystery, haunting horror, seductive twists and
one sexy dark lord that has the reader drooling every time the name Draven appears on the page! The Quarter Moon With Keira ﬁnding death on her door, she is suddenly plunged
into a world of the unknown and has to face it alone... Or does she? Soon this new life is ﬁlled with heartache, with shadowed followers and cryptic messages that only promises to
lead her deeper into the world of the supernatural like never before. For Keira, even taking a breath without the other half of her soul is painful. So when given the choice to either
accept what life the fates have decided she live, or to force that life behind her and accept the dangerous journey ahead, the answer is easy... She will ﬁght to save the man she
loves. But this ﬁght includes Heaven and Hell in search of the truth, a truth that will either set her heart free or be destroyed on the other side. Are the fates really to be trusted?
Blood of the Inﬁnity War As Keira still ﬁnds Persian sands beneath her feet, she is yet to discover the true meaning of what it is to be The Chosen One to the King of Kings. For now
that Arsaces has her, he simply plans on keeping her... No matter what the cost. Even if that means ﬁghting the prophecy and stealing her from the only world she has ever known...
A world that is about to end. The Two Kings After facing her nightmares head on, Keira soon ﬁnds her troubles have only just begun, and if she thought mortals were dangerous,
then being hunted by the world's most powerful beings will spin her further into a web of supernatural destruction. Keira can't help seeing the handsome man before her, she can't
help the dreams that consume her and neither can she stop him from wanting her. The controlling man that follows her every move isn't the man she's dating, but the man that's
hunting her. Now it's down to the only man with enough power to keep her safe, and he doesn't play well with others. Nor does he take kindly to people trying to take what belongs
to him, and Keira belongs to only one man... Dominic Draven. Will the ﬁght for their love be enough to survive the new world she is forced to live in? And more importantly, can she
survive being with the King of the Afterlife?! Transfusion It's been seven years. Seven long years since that cold and cruel Vampire King, Lucius, broke her heart. Her naive little
heart destroyed after one painful night, when she sneaked into his Gothic nightclub, Transfusion. Seven years ago, he humiliated her, casting her aside and telling her just what he
thought about her little obsession with him. Then he saved her life. Well, now he is back and this time he is out for blood, and all she can hope for is that it isn't hers that's on the
menu. Because she is just your typical, ordinary, everyday girl who works and lives in London. Even if she is trying to make it on her own without the safety of her family. However,
growing up knowing of the supernatural world and being human deﬁnitely has its draw backs. Especially when a certain Vampire King has her in mind for a date, and his dominant
and forceful ways are sending her re-ignited obsession with him into overdrive. But he does like her... doesn't he? Cult of the Hexad Time. Truth. Life. 'There is weakness in all when
lies are told but the strength in each is what we must behold.' Can our Chosen One ﬁnd her way back from the deception and chaos that surrounds her, or is this the life of a trapped
girl, broken and lost forever? A worldwide search might be on the cards but what if the girl they're looking for was never meant to be found? These are the questions both sides face
in a race against time, truth, and the life they are all trying to save. The battle against evil continues in the most unlikely of places, and emotions run wild in this next instalment of
the Afterlife saga. Will you take the plunge with our characters and delve deeper into the world of Afterlife, further than you've ever gone before? Vincent's Immortal Curse Kings of
Afterlife Being faced with an uncertain future is nothing new for Ari, not when you lived each day under the control of a demonic cult. But now Ari lives with a new enemy and one
she can no longer run from...her past.But soon she will discover that even her past can cling to their future and hold it captive in the form of a curse. So, with a murderer lurking in
the shadows of their past and an Angel on the hunt, a killer is not the only thing out there for Vincent to ﬁnd.For many lives are at stake but only one of those has the power to
break an immortal curse and now Ari must decide, will she run from it and chance giving up her future or will she run straight into The Arms of a cursed... Angel King. 'If there is one
thing the past has taught us, it is that we can be immortalised in the things we create.' Vincent Draven. The Glass Dagger From the realms of the Afterlife Saga comes a new spin on
this gothic world...When a bunch of misﬁt orphans all ﬁnd themselves on a bus heading towards a new life, one called Afterlife, it wasn't quite what they had in mind. But even fate
can play games and ﬁve teens will soon ﬁnd themselves asking even more questions than ever before. Questions about an uncertain future in this new world and the very ﬁrst one
on the top of that long list...What does the King of Heaven and Hell have in store for them? This is a continuation of the Afterlife Saga, suitable for young adults but a must read for
all Afterlife fans! The HellBeast King It all started with that night. The night I made my biggest mistake. The night I entered their world. The day I snuck into the infamous Devil's
Ring Fight Club. I had followed my cousin Amelia, who turned out not to be quite as innocent as I ﬁrst believed. In fact, it turned out she didn't live in the same world as I did... Not
at all. I knew this the moment I entered his kingdom. My world changed the moment he found me. He gave me a warning that night. He told me if he ever found me again then next
time, he wouldn't be so quick in letting me escape him. His little Red Riding Hood. It was a threat I took seriously as it was only my dreams that took me back to that place. That
took me back to him. That was until they came for me. The Hell Hounds that inﬁltrated my peaceful world and started the hunt. And there was only one man I knew that had the
power to stop them. And my price to pay, was the promise he made me. That if he ever found me in his demonic ﬁght club again... He was keeping me. Meaning I only had two
choices left, to become the hunted or to make a deal with Hell's greatest Hunter... The HellBeast King... Jared Cerberus. The Triple Goddess Keira soon ﬁnds herself becoming a pawn
in a game she could never hope to win, and now the King on the board is a Vampire on a mission. With the only man able to stop him miles away from the mountain prison in which
she is kept, she must now choose which path to take in order to survive. With enemies at all sides closing in quick, she must tread carefully, or she might ﬁnd the man to save her
isn't the White Knight she loves... but the Dark King she loathes. Time with the Vampire King is dangerous, and Keira soon learns that it is more than just the power of her mind she
needs to keep locked but also the power of her heart... And Lucius might just hold the key to both. The Vampire Heir Createspace Independent Publishing Platform A young woman with a
secret. A man with a death sentence. And a terrible fate that might destroy them both ... When I was invited to the secretive castle DuMoir, I knew I'd end up dead. The guests might
be excited by the exclusive tour around the estate, and the ending ball that concludes it, but I know better. The castle's inhabitants are vampires. And they want our blood. I must
ﬁnd a way to survive their feast, because I'm not here as a clueless visitor. I'm here for a reason. Undercover work can be hard, but I've been through worse. That is until I
unwillingly become a blood slave to Drake, a mysterious, brooding vampire prince. Tragedy strikes the castle and chaos arise. Despite the new dangers surrounding us, I soon ﬁnd
out there's more to Drake than he lets on, and feelings I'm not supposed to have stir in my chest. But I can't aﬀord any distractions or everything will be lost. After all, I'm hiding a
secret-a dark secret that might save us all ... or doom us forever. Wraith of Fire Transfusion Saga I knew the moment my soul burned. I knew the moment the Wraith of Fire had
touched me. And now... Was it really so hard for the Heavens to produce some white light? But no, not even just a warm glow at the end of some graﬃtied tunnel and as for Pearly
Gates, well they wouldn't be opening for me any time soon! Because I wasn't where I was supposed to be. And I could forget all my jokes about falling into Wonderland and Oz and
seeing any of those fuzzy fellas from Narnia, because no amount of wishing that my life was a fairy tale would make it so. Not when I was caught in this nightmare world. One where
I was to be terrorised by its ruler for an eternity. A tyrant King that wanted a new game to play. One I had no chance of winning. Not when it was my heart, that was on the line. The
Forbidden Chapters Part 1 Afterlife Saga In this 'Forbidden Chapters' book you will ﬁnd lost gems from the ﬁrst three books in the Afterlife Saga. As a request from all you wonderful
Afterlife fans, I have compiled them all together for you, creating Part 1 of the Forbidden Chapters, so that you might enjoy these add extras. So, if you can't get enough of Draven,
Vincent and Lucius, along with some of your other favourite characters from these three books, then look no further for your next Afterlife ﬁx.Includes, sneaky 'Afterlife' break ins,
ﬁrst dates with domineering bosses and Vampire Kings. Drunken dirty dancing, mountain top massacres, violent vampire lessons and even a sexy bath or two. The In Between Pan
Macmillan Now a major Nexﬂix ﬁlm. A heartbreaking story from Marc Klein perfect for fans of If I Stay and Five Feet Apart. After bouncing around in foster homes for most of her
childhood, seventeen-year-old Tessa Jacobs doesn’t believe she deserves love – not from her adoptive parents, and certainly not from anyone at school. But everything changes
when she has a chance encounter with Skylar, a senior from a neighboring town who’s a true romantic. Their budding relationship quickly leads to the kind of passion you only see
in the movies. As her heart begins to open, Tessa starts to believe she might be deserving of love after all. When tragedy strikes, Tessa wakes up alone in a hospital room with no
memory of how she got there. And then she learns the horrifying news: Skylar is dead. As Tessa searches for answers, Skylar’s spirit reaches out to her from the other side.
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Desperate to see him one last time, Tessa must race against the clock to uncover the shocking truth of their relationship – a truth that might just lead to the afterlife itself. "This
story and Marc had such a big impact on me. Somehow my heart breaks and swells all at the same time while reading this. A powerful telling of love and loss.” – Joey King, star and
producer of The In Between Elegy HarperCollins UK A stranded spirit, and a love story that crosses the divide between the living and the dead... Beast And The Imp It had to be said,
that I didn't much care for the Devil. Especially when he tried to use me to control the Beast. But then this was his mistake. As such, I had been granted early release and as for the
Beast... he was not happy. So now Hell had a problem. A big one. One named Abaddon, who was currently tearing Hell apart trying to ﬁnd me. Which meant I now had a choice to
make. Let the Beast destroy all the realms or ﬁnd myself a date. Because now the fate of the world rested upon my shoulders. Relied on me to ﬁnd the one mortal vessel strong
enough to contain the Beast, by merging their souls as one. There was just one problem with this. I had made a Beast fall in love with me. And now... Now, I just hoped I had the
same luck with Adam... The man I just fell madly in love with. Rise of Ashes Lego sets, Star Trek and junk food in my pyjamas, This used to be how I would spend my safe and lazy
days oﬀ. Now, what am I doing with my time...? High-speed chases, running from Hellhounds, ﬁghting witches, opening boxes that threaten the entire Vampire race, and stabbing
bitches with my shoes. But hey, at least I get to wear a pretty dress on my date. Now all I can hope for is that it isn't one where people end up shooting at us again. That would be
nice. And all this was because I fell in love with a Vampire King... A Vampire King, who claimed me. Susan Sontag An Annotated Bibliography 1948-1992 Routledge Susan Sontag: An
Annotated Bibliographycatalogues the works of one of America's most proliﬁc and important 20th century authors. Known for her philosophical writings on American culture, topics
left untouched by Sontag's writings are few and far between. This volume is an exhaustive collection that includes her novels, essays, reviews, ﬁlms and interviews. Each entry is
accompanied by an annotated bibliography. The Uninhabitable Earth A Story of the Future Penguin UK **SUNDAY TIMES AND THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER** 'An epoch-deﬁning
book' Matt Haig 'If you read just one work of non-ﬁction this year, it should probably be this' David Sexton, Evening Standard Selected as a Book of the Year 2019 by the Sunday
Times, Spectator and New Statesman A Waterstones Paperback of the Year and shortlisted for the Foyles Book of the Year 2019 Longlisted for the PEN / E.O. Wilson Literary Science
Writing Award It is worse, much worse, than you think. The slowness of climate change is a fairy tale, perhaps as pernicious as the one that says it isn't happening at all, and if your
anxiety about it is dominated by fears of sea-level rise, you are barely scratching the surface of what terrors are possible, even within the lifetime of a teenager today. Over the past
decades, the term "Anthropocene" has climbed into the popular imagination - a name given to the geologic era we live in now, one deﬁned by human intervention in the life of the
planet. But however sanguine you might be about the proposition that we have ravaged the natural world, which we surely have, it is another thing entirely to consider the
possibility that we have only provoked it, engineering ﬁrst in ignorance and then in denial a climate system that will now go to war with us for many centuries, perhaps until it
destroys us. In the meantime, it will remake us, transforming every aspect of the way we live-the planet no longer nurturing a dream of abundance, but a living nightmare. Draven's
Afterlife Afterlife, just a place for an unhappy King to call home or soon to become a beacon of hope when a new waitress falls at his feet? The Gothic nightclub is about to welcome
a new guest and this time it is one he can't control. As for Dominic Draven, the King of all Supernatural life, handling just one little Mortal named Keira, should be no problem for
him...right?Wrong! As she is his Chosen One and not meant to be ruled by a domineering, overbearing, arrogant boss who is determined to keep her at arm's length. But instead,
she is meant to achieve the impossible and crack the hard shell of an immortal King that is only now learning what it truly means to fall in love. This is the story of Afterlife, only
from the eyes of its King. As you will ﬁnally follow Keira's journey all over again, only through Dominic Draven's point of view, giving it a whole new and exciting twist on the start of
this epic saga. This is book one, in the new King of Kings saga, with book two to follow shortly after. Map of Sorrows It all started with a plane ride. Just a simple plane ride home...
that's what they said. One that wasn't supposed to end with me ﬂying the damn thing! But then going home wasn't supposed to be a bad thing either... well, that was if going home
didn't also meaning trying to hide my new, secret boyfriend. Someone who just so happened to be my father's old enemy. Should be easy right? Well, Lucius had other ideas, ones
that included sneaking into my room, reading my diary, feeling me up and getting my panties in a twist about pretty much everything... literally. So, throw in an ancient vendetta, a
curse, a witch, an old ﬂame and a hot Vampire King trying to get in your pants at your father's table, and what you had was a recipe for only one thing... A world of hurt and a Map
of Sorrows. Draven's Electus Afterlife Saga Draven has ﬁnally found his Electus. The one chosen by the Gods to be his soulmate and Queen. But after so many threats made against
her life, the King of Kings has had no choice but to break her heart in order to save it. Now all he can hope for is once the threat has been eliminated, he will be free to claim what is
rightfully his to take. Question is, will Keira ever forgive him?This is the story of Afterlife only from the eyes of its King. As you will ﬁnally learn Keira's journey all over again, only
through Dominic Draven's point of view, giving a whole new and exciting twist on the start of this epic saga. Roots of Rage The plan had sounded simple, step into Hell and save a
Tree. That was all I had needed to do. However, that plan was becoming more complicated by the minute and that list was growing eternally bigger. Like, killing demonic Queens.
Removing Claiming Hexes. Outrunning hungry beasts. And mainly, trying not to piss oﬀ Vampire boyfriends any more than being constantly kidnapped down in Hell is likely to do.
And now fate had chosen me to be its blood queen. Only one fuelled by... The Roots of Rage. Queen of Sins I should have felt it coming. I should have been prepared for saying
goodbye. But then why would I when I had no reason not to trust him. When I had no reason to doubt his words. But now I was left only doubting my own. For surely Lucius would
come for me? Surely, he would realise his mistakes. Because we both knew that mistakes in Hell could be deadly and well, for this Queen of Sins it could mean only one thing, My
King was going to War and this time... He was Fighting his Past. Eyes of Crimson The plan was simple, step into Hell, ﬁnd some infected roots, try my hand at ﬁxing them, and then it
was well done, Amelia, you saved the day! But I didn't bargain on a few factors set against me, the most obvious being that this... well this was Hell. And in this realm of Hell there
were rules, there was a hierarchy, and as for me, I was at the bottom of it. A dangerous place to be, especially when the man at the top was known as a tyrant king. A heartless, cold
and ruthless ruler. Oh, and one more thing... he just so happened to be my boyfriend. And he was... furious with me. The Deliberate Dumbing Down of America A Chronological Paper
Trail In this book you will discover "how good teachers across America have been forced to use controversial, non-academic methodology in their classrooms; how "school choice" is
being used to further dangerous reform goals, and how home schooling and private education are especially vulnerable; how workforce training (school-to-work) is an essential part
of an overall plan for a global economy, and how this plan will shortcircuit your child's future career plans and opportunities; [and] how the international, national, regional, state
and local agendas for education reform are all interconnected and have been for decades. The deliberate dumbing down of America is a chronological history of the past 100+ years
of education reform. Each chapter takes a period of history and recounts the signiﬁcant events, including important geopolitical and societal contextual information. Citations from
government plans, policy documents, and key writings by leading reformers record the rise of the modern education reform movement"--Website:
http://www.deliberatedumbingdown.com/book.htm. Kingdoms of Hell A 'date' he said. Just one date with a Vampire King who had been hunting me down for months... what could go
wrong, right? One picnic, one witch, an ex-girlfriend out for my blood, and an army of zombie vampire rogues later, and what I had was an 'Alice in Wonderland' style cocktail for
disaster! Because this Alice was about to have the mind trip of her life when peeking through the keyhole of Lucius' memories. All before falling down a rabbit hole to Hell, where
the bunnies were more likely to stab you with a carrot before eating your soul! But hey, it's not like I had just been dumped in the middle of a Hellish battle with nothing but my wits
to survive it, Oh no, wait... That had happened. And one other thing that was sure to happen when Lucius ﬁnally found me in Hell... He was going to kill me! Saint A Dark High School
Romance At Angelview Academy, Saint Angelle is considered God. But don't be fooled by his ridiculous name or that pretty face because Saint? He's as wicked as they come. I should
know. I'm the new girl who pissed him oﬀ. The nobody who called out his crew of vicious tyrants. The mortal who wouldn't bow then and sure as hell won't now. Saint swears I'll
regret it. He vows to own every inch of me. He even promises to make my senior year a living hell. I don't believe him, though. Because if angels can fall, so can so-called gods. And I
want to be the one to bring Saint Angelle to his knees. SAINT is a full-length, 80,000 word new adult/ mature high school romance with enemies-to-lovers and bullying themes. It is
not recommended for readers under 17 as it contains dubious situations and triggers that some readers may ﬁnd oﬀensive. It is NOT a standalone and ends in a cliﬀhanger.
Compelled by the Vampire Createspace Independent Publishing Platform How do you survive when you become the one thing you despise? It's vamps like Roric who make humans believe
vampires have a right to live in human society. He doesn't drink human blood, he's never even taken a vein, and the idea of infecting a human is abhorrent to him. As leader of the
Vampire Enforcement Agency, his job is to ﬁnd and capture the vamps who betray humans' recently-earned trust. Until one human woman tempts him to break all the rules. When
Roric intercepts a rogue vamp attack and ﬁnds Caroline dying, he can't resist her blood or her beauty, and in a moment of passion he does the unthinkable. But Caroline despises
the monsters who killed her parents, and she'd rather die than be a vampire. With vamp attacks at an all-time high and Caroline resisting him at every turn, Roric's job, his family,
even his life is at risk. Worse, Caroline's attacker wants her just as bad as Roric does, and he knows Roric's secret. Roric will do anything to earn Caroline's trust, but can he keep her
safe long enough to convince her that life as a vampire isn't a death sentence? If you like sexy, thrilling paranormal romance/urban fantasy stories by authors like JR Ward, Bella
Forrest, and IT Lucas, you'll love Compelled by the Vampire. This PNR/UF series is appropriate for ages 18+ . Scroll up and grab your copy now! The HellBeast's Fight It started the
moment I woke up in hospital, I naively believed I would ﬁnd myself alone. I was wrong. Because the HellBeast King wasn't done with me. Far from it in fact, as he told me he had
made a vow. A vow to keep me safe. But as my fate started to unravel, revealing more and more pieces of him at the core, I couldn't help but question... Was his vow to keep me
safe or was it simply... A HellBeast's ﬁght... To Keep Me? Tree of Souls It all started with a kiss that ended in a world of pain. Well, now I was on the run from that pain and my map
of sorrows was only leading to one place, To a lover's resurrection. But hey, a life on the run shouldn't be too hard right, just throw in a Mob boss, a few movie cars, a phantom
dance and a camping trip, and what you had was a recipe for... Oh, who was I kidding! I was being hunted by a Vampire King and this time, he wasn't just out for blood, but he was
out for something far more dangerous than that... He was out to reclaim my heart. A heart he had broken. And this time, the only way to ﬁx it was with the truth... The truth about
the Tree of Souls. The Demon's Witch Book One Odette C. Bell She wants revenge. He’ll give it to her – for a price. When Felicity Smith makes a deal with the demon Lucifer, it changes
her life. It drags her into a world of sins, contracts, and revenge. She’ll never break free from her demon. And in time she will understand why. … The Demon’s Witch is an actionpacked urban fantasy sure to please fans of Odette C. Bell’s Magic Born. Dark Light Createspace Independent Pub LOVE. SEX. MAGIC. Before her 20th birthday, Gabriella was pretty
much clueless about all three. In love with her best guy friend since the age of 14 and too crass and intimidating for most of the male population of Colorado Springs, both love and
good sex were virtually a myth. And then there's magic. Freakin' magic. There's no way that legend could have a place in her less than exciting life. So why after twenty years of
utter obscurity do her adopted parents hit her with the ton of bricks that is her true identity? And how the heck is she supposed to accept all this and instantly become what she was
destined to be? Lucky for Gabs, sexy as sin Dorian is more than equipped to help her embrace these new revelations. And while everything about him feels oh so good, she soon
learns that there's more behind his crystal blue eyes, chiseled body and exotic beauty. Something dark, menacing and downright unnatural. Yet Gabs is in way too deep to even try
to turn away from him now. Dark Light, Book 1 of the Dark Light Series, is the raw, emotional story of a young woman's journey of self-discovery in a world that was not meant for
her. And her scorching hot, lip-biting addiction for the man she can't deny, no matter the cost. *Contains strong adult content. Magical Midlife Dating She must learn to ﬂy, but can
she withstand the allure of the handsome new teacher?A Wall Street Journal bestseller!The decision has been made. Jessie has taken the magic, and all the weird that goes with it.
Including wings.There's only one problem - she can't ﬁgure out how to access them.Through a series of terrible decisions, Jessie realizes she must ask for help. Gargoyle help.But
she could've never predicted who answers her call - he's an excellent ﬂier, incredibly patient, and a good trainer. He's also incredibly handsome. And interested.Maybe ﬂying isn't
the only thing she needs help with. Maybe she needs help getting back on that saddle, too, emerging into the dating pool.Except, the new gargoyle is also an alpha, just like Austin,
and the town isn't big enough for two.Turns out, ﬂying is the least of her problems. Obsessed with the Vampire Never trust vampires. Why can't Caroline remember that? Now that
her bloodlust is under control and her relationship with Roric is developing into something more than a mentorship, Caroline is ﬁnally starting to accept her new life as a vampire.
With the rogue population exploding around them, Caroline wants to do her part to help the newly-turned and prove that vampires aren't monsters. But when Roric refuses to let
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her put herself in that kind of danger, Caroline isn't sure if he's motivated by love or his obsessive need for control. When a terrible situation forces her to make an impossible
decision, Caroline must choose between breaking the law and saving an innocent victim. But can her relationship with Roric survive the choice she makes? If you like sexy, thrilling
paranormal romance/urban fantasy stories by authors like JR Ward, Bella Forrest, and IT Lucas, you'll love Obsessed with the Vampire. This PNR/UF series is appropriate for ages
18+. The Best Snowman Ever Tiger Tales Molly Mouse is determined to build the biggest snowman in the world. She rolls a small snowball, huﬃng and puﬃng up a steep hill.
Suddenly, the snowball starts to roll down the other side of the hill, picking up speed-and snow-as it goes. Now the snowball is too big for Molly and her friends to move it. How will
Molly ever build her snowman? The soft padded covers, rounded corners and sturdy board pages make this title a perfect ﬁt for preschoolers!
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